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I. The physical plant of the Conservatory of Music is obsolete,
substandard, and inadequate to meet present and future needs.
There is a serious shortage of classrooms, musical instruments,
offices, studios, practice facilities, and teaching materials. The
facilities that do exist are not of acceptable quality and do not
constitute a suitable environment for the serious study of music.
II. Music students depend more upon University—provided
facilities and equipment than doesany other student population. The
students of the Conservatory are involved in a continuous
"laboratory" situation. Therefore, they must be provided with a
variety of quality instruments and other specialized facilities.
These facilities exist in the music buildings and nowhere else on
campus. Thus, the substandard quality of these facilities and
educational materials at the University of the Pacific has a
detrimental effect on the learning process of music students as
individuals and on the quality of education offered by the
Conservatory as a whole.
III.
The Conservatory provides valuable services for the
University Community, presenting and sponsoring a large number
of concerts, recitals and other musical events free—of—charge.
These events are presented "in spite of" rather than "because of"
the state of the present music facilities. Conservatory students,
both individually and in organizations such as the University Bands
and the Chapel Choir, contribute to many aspects of University life.
In addition, the Conservatory serves the Stockton community by
providing competent musicians and teachers to fill the needs of
Stockton's schools and churches, and the Stockton Symphony and
Opera. Many music students give free music instruction to
disadvantaged school children.
IV.
The high standards of scholarship and performance
maintained by the students of the Conservatory contribute to the
academic reputation of the University as a whole. Tours and mass
media appearances by Conservatory artists and performing groups
present to the general public University of the Pacific students in
their most favorable light. The University is known both regionally
and nationally for its Conservatory of Music.
V. The tuition and fees paid by Conservatory students are higher
than those paid by students of the College of the Pacific. Students
of the Conservatory are charged extra fees for the use of musical
instruments practice rooms, and music lessons.
VI. Many other institutions of higher learning, both public and
private, have recognized the valuable contributions that schools of
music have made to their educational lives. These institutions have
further realized that music schools have special needs which must
be met if high standards of music education are to continue. A n
example is Sacramento State College, which has recently
completed a new music complex. The University of the Pacific is
unique among California colleges and universities for failing to
recognize the value and potential of its Conservatory of Music and
for failing to provide the Conservatory with adequate facilities and
equipment. Indeed, the Conservatory of Music has been virtually
neglected by the University administration for the past thirty
years.
VII.
In light of the valuable contributions made by the
Conservatory of Music to the University of the Pacific, the heavy
work load placed upon Conservatory students, and the high finan
cial costs of music study, the substandard conditions under which
the students and faculty of the conservatory are forced to tolerate
can no longer be tolerated.
Therefore, as students of the conservatory of music, we believe
that it is the responsibility of the University administration to take
immediate remedial action.
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Admin. Watches Conservatory Deteriorate
by Bart Berger
If you are not a student at the
Conservatory of Music, then
perhaps you may not realize, as
is
the
case
of
the
administration, that UOP
houses one of the finest
institutions on the West Coast
devoted to music education, or
so its reputation would have you
think. The Conservatory
building, built in 1924, is falling

library which is separated from the university for the student,
the classrooms that it needs to one gets the impression of being
be close to, located in surrounded by bulletin boards.
deplorable facilities.
In fact, that is the case, and
perhaps
with
a
little
4. Unsafe and unlawful fire imagination on the part of the
prevention precautions taken in student this can be used to pin
up his music so that he can
the music annexes.
5. Insufficient instruments to
conduct classes in various, practice, because it isn't any
unrelated disciplines without good as sound proofing. "It's
borrowing from one to the other. like trying to teach asthetics in
apart, and despite the pleas of 6. The inability of the practice a barn without adequate
students and faculty alike, for rooms to be in use for extended lighting," said Dr. McQueerey
the
Conservatory.
the last 45 years the building has periods of time because of the o f
slowly become a fire hazard and fear of axphysiation due to a Improvisation is the order of the
day when Rimskey-Korsakof
a death trap to students, not to lack of ventilation.
combines
its forces to compete
7.
The
self-defeating
method
of
mention the fact that the
with Tchaikovsky in the room
deplorable conditions that meet awarding scholarships.
the eyes upon enterring create 8. The inability of the University adjacent, the former played on
something less than an administration to demonstrate a piano, the latter on bass
concern for an institution that clarinet.
atmosphere condusive to study.
provided
the basic impetus
RATS?!
MUSIC LIBRARY
the successful
Rumors in past years of rats behind
and other friendly rodents with development of the present
University.
Should the Music library ever
catch on fire (a remote
possibility, since judging from
the lack of light fixtures, there
couldn't be that much electrical
wiring), God save the literature
or the students. (I'll put the
choice to you.) Should this ever
happen, the lack of lighting
would enable an occupant there
to detect its presence, and
should that happen, the most
probable thing that he would do
is to move closer to the flames
in order to get enough light to
see what he was trying to read.
Either lights must be put in
there or candles passed out at
the door.

The above scene typifies the condition of backstage at the
IConservatory. The ropes are dangerous to those who frequent the
|area, but have proven to be inviting to mice and rats.
an obvious taste for higher
learning, that have dropped in
for a lesson in Bach or Sousa as
payed by a student in one of the
decrepit and decaying upright
pianos, have proven to be
unsubstantiated. Nevertheless,
on perusal of the building, such
phenomina would not be
surprising. In fact, holes in the
walls have been spotted whichlend some credence to the
rumors.
WHERE IT SUFFERS
This is all conjecture,
however, and because this is an
unbiased literary journal, and
because it is the duty of the
Pacifican to present the facts as
they stand, let it be said that the
Conservatory is suffering for a
number of reasons.
1. The lack of adequate space to
provide for the efficient
conducting of classes in a
manner consistent with the
reputation of the school.
2. The insufficient or non
existent soundproofing in
practice rooms, both in the
Conservatory and in the
Annexes.
. The mediocre, at best, Music

CRAMPS
Because
of
increased
enrolements since 1924 in the
Conservatory, there are times
that some students are forced to
find other places to practice
than the regular practice rooms
during a speaker of some other
event which is occupying the
main auditorium. The problem
is a lack of siace available to
students that they may be able
to pursue their activities
regardless of
what the
scheduling of speakers in the
auditorium may be. This same
problem holds true . for the
music annexes. When you see
people outside practicing their
flutes and French horns, it may
well be that it's just a nice day

There is an interesting aspect
to fire, and it is that it causes
much less damage if there are
fire extinguishers in the
buildings that it choses to burn.
Not one fire extinguisher was
apparent throughout.
THE ROAMING TUBA
With respect to instruments,
Dr. David Goedecke of the
Conservatory expressed
concern over the need for a band
member to loan his tuba to a
brass ensemble because of the
lack of a sufficient number of
instruments to go around. He
feels that is is an unnecessary |
inconvenience for a student to I
be deprived of his right to use
the Conservatory facilities
whether it be instruments or
practice rooms. If the
University can support a yearly
$350,000 deficit in the Athletic
Department, maybe a couple
thousand more to supply
sufficient instruments to t e
Conservatory wouldn't matter
that much.

to students come out so each
student has one instrument.
Sitting in one of those rooms for
more than ten minutes is one of
the
most
suffocating
experiences
there
is.
Fraternities should use it as a
hazing technique.
SURVIVAL OF THE
DESPERATE
Perhaps the method of
awarding scholarships may have
something to do with the ability
of the music students to have
put up with these deplorable
conditions and inexcusable
facilities. As it stands,
scholarships are awarded on the
basis of need, and in the words
of Dr. Lawrence McQuerrey
"we lose the good ones". Good,
of course, meaning the most
talented ones that have the
money, but can afford to wait
and go to another school that
will give them a scholarship.
What are we left with, then,
then, but a music student who is
so desperate to keep his
scholarship that he will put up
with all kinds of incredible
treatment.
PROMISES, PROMISES
All this boils down to is the
need for something besides the
substandard facilities now
offered by the university at the
Conservatory of Music. In 1964,
after 40 years in Stockton,
president
Burns announced
"UOP week" and plans to raise
$25 million to develop the
university. No mention was
made at that time of the
Conservatory, and nothing has
really changed. In the past
thirty years, there have been
three (count them) changes in
the
facilities of
the
Conservatory. The first was the
building of the so-called
"temporary" buildings which
now house the Music Annexes,
the second, after a fire in the
Conservatory building in 1966,
was the installation of a
sprinkler system designed to put_
out any fires that any one might

want to start over there, and the
third was the addition of sudios
in the basement, a student
lounge, and new paint for the
practice rooms in the annexes
(done by the students
themselves).
NO. 1 PRIORITY
Charles LaMond, Associate
proffessor of Piano and Theory,
and a proud member of the
California Air National Buard,
said last Friday, "History is 15
years behind the times. If we
don't improve now, within ten
years we will cease to attract

the same kind of students that
we do now." This is a
conservative estimate. The
question of how long the
university can attract students
while it rests on is laurels is
basic and drastic. It has become
the time for the Ivory Tower to
realize priorities
(an
unfortunately overworked
word) and decide if the
Conservatory is worth the
money or theeffort to keep it the
excellent institution it has been
and can be.
IT'S UP TO YOU
The need for a new
Conservatory Complex is
obvious, but Burns has
neglected it because of a lack of
funds earmarked specifically
for that purpose. The time has
come for an exception to
"Burns' Law." If the needs of
the Conservatory are to be net it
is the right and the duty of the
faculty and student body to
continue what they started last
year, and bring pressure to bear
on
the
University
Administration. Don't let
someone's death from a
collapsing roof be that which
sparks administrative action.
That's already had to happen
once on this campus. But if
voices aren't raised now, that's
what it will take.

to be outside, out of the
sweltering heat of the building,
but more often than not, the
reason is that their practice
But maybe it will all work out
facilities were usurped bs a
class needing t e room, his is not in the end. If the air-tight |
practice rooms aren't provided
an admirable situation.
with adequate ventilation,
««,
—:9^a»7#9i
IMPROVISE: WITH
A maybe enough of the music
as
CAPITAL "I"
students will die off (only |
Collapsing ceilings have been a major problem at "the
AFTER they pay their money) Conservatory for over 30 years, as minor repairs have been
Furthermore, when in one of to make the ratio of instruments I insufficient. Mold on the walls also does not present an atmosphere
the practice rooms provided by
condusive to studvin;
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Conservatory
Lies in Ruins
"Upon inspection of the 'grand old building' I was amazed at the
Conservatory's condition. In fact, as I entered the building I was
assailed by the pungent odor given off by rotten and wet bulletin
board wall coverings. Everywhere I turned there were pieces of old
wall coverings. Everywhere I turned there were pieces of old
crumbly plaster dropping from the ceiling. Dr. Shilling affirmed
that the Conservatory roof has been leaking for the past thirty
vears."
—Tom Honey, March 10,1963
It took exactly six more years from the date of the above
statement for a group of music students to act upon the conditions
that the Conservatory has been plagued with for years. This "act"
was in the form of a petition, which was circulated and signed by 267
members of the conservatory (nearly unanimous) and finally
presented to President Burns. ...but with no success.
President Burns was polite...but seemingly unconcerned and firm
in his response. "Yes, we'll do something about the
Conservatory...if you can bring us the money."
According to the president, the Conservatory needed an interest
group, someone who could recruit large donations, for the
Conservatory itself is not a money-making institution. According to
President Burns, the Pharmacy School on the other hand, receives
government grants and several private gifts. Apparently it is quite
another matter to find someone or some organization willing or
interested enough to donate to the fine arts.
For those of us who have most of our classes in elegant Wendell
Phillips or the Rotunda, a visit to the Conservatory is a shocking
experience. Practice rooms are windowless, stifling, closets with
cracking plaster and scittering mice. Backstage of the "theater' is
riddled with old props, large strewn-about wires, broken furniture,
exposed heating elements and walls covered with the scrawled
names of students of the forties.
There is a terrible shortage of instruments, a tremendous lack of
space and instructors, and a large degree of frustration on the part
of faculty and students. And the amazing part is, they're still
plugging away at it, and when they become angered enough, it is in
the form of what can only be termed an amazingly polite petition.
So again it seems to be a question of priorities, but this surely is a
desperate one for we are loosing ground rapidly. The Conservatory
reportedly has one of the highest transfer figures on campus, and as
the true conditions of the school become more well known it will
grow increasingly difficult to attract students and teachers.

...but who suffers?
The money is there despite what the administration says, but,
because it is not specifically labeled for the Conservatory it seems
to be going for more important things. These include the
rennovations in the Administration building, the remodeling of the
old infirmary in order that finances might have plush carpeting and
wrought-iron gates, the purchase of two apartment buildings, and
the construction of a new science complex.
When informed that the Pacifican was to center an issue around
Conservatory conditions, we were asked by students, "Please don't
make it too harsh against the administration;we still want to be
able to communicate with them. If we can't then we'll never be able
to do anything." And so the students calmly, politely wait.
Burns has been often heard to say "this university has bever seen
a riot or any form of student violence," and yet this is such an
example of a peaceful, persistent effort that is continually being
frustrated by complacency. The administration seems to be waiting
for a gift to drop in their laps out of nowhere. And if it doesn't—
well, it's not their fault. It's the students' responsibility to find
donations, and to be content until they do.
The sad part is, because conservatory students are generally
seriously-dedicated to music and admirably not easily angered to
desperate tactics they will continue to raise their own money for the
things they want, will continue to seek donations, continue to
petition, and as a result...continue to wait. —Mary Arnold
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Mrs. Reagan Defends Husband;
Criticizes Others' Obscenities
appearances to speak on
by Libbie Vogt
campuses. "Today we aren't
"The picture that the press
allowed to disagree without
paints of the governor does not
hating," Mrs. Reagan declares.
show his true feelings," states
today we just
Mrs. Ronald Reagan during an "In the climate of
can't pit people against each
interview last Thursday. "The
truth is beginning to come out as
EDITORIAL
far as he (the governor) is
concerned."
"Anybody who is a real man
would defend his integrity," she
adds concerning a statement
that her husband made last
week to a member of the board
of regents of the University of
California.
"This man had
publicly attacked the integrity
of my husband," she said. In
defense Governor Reagan "bent
over this man's shoulder and
whispered in his ear that he was
a lying son of a bitch, at which
the man stood up and said, "I
want the press to hear this."
Further, she said "I am proud of
my husband for what he did."
Continuing on the subject of
critical obscenities, Mrs.
Reagan declares, "people are
upset at student newspapers for
the obscenities that they find in
them." She feels that if the
newspapers cut down on the
obscenities, the general public
wouldn't be as upset.
When asked how the governor
feels about student protestors,
Mrs. Reagan stated (after first
glancing at the woman across
the room who was continually
either nodding or shaking her
head at every question asked)
that the papers twist what
Governor Reagan says. "He
always stresses that it is the
minority and not the majority of
students who make up the
problems on the campuses."
Mrs. Reagan added that the
students who make up t e
majority should become more
active and involved so that the
campuses won't be represented
by a minority of students. The
majority, she states, are
politically aware but just not
involved.
"I'm not leveling critisism at
anyone," Mrs. Reagan declares.
"The students have to rectify
the situation on the campuses.
It's all up to the students."
Continuing on the subject of
involvement, Mrs. Reagan said
that she was "politically
unaware" at the time of her
marriage to Ronald Reagan. "I
am not proud of that fact. He
had always been involved in
politics and has made me what I
am today." She adds "he would
not have been able to live with
himself if he had not done all he
could do—so he ran for office."
When asked several questions
concerning state policies and
statements made by her
husband she opted out by saying
"I don't know anything about
that". She did state, however,
that the Governor is upset that
he can't make public

other—there will be very
serious consequences. Hate is a
very unattractive thing, but in
young people it is terrible. 1
just don't see how they can live
that way."

PSA Presses to Free
Funds; Referendum Tues.
The renovations have begun. The center booths are gone
scattered circular tables have replaced them. It is not much of a
change, but already it is noticeable. The End Zone seems more
open, more inviting toward communication groups than du; <ng the
past two years. And more communication seems to be forth jming.
The campus coffee shop seems to be drawing in sufficient crowds to
keep the staff busy, though business is reported to be down 30
percent from normal.
When completely renovated, the End Zone may be a decent place
to go to grab a donut and some milk or a cup of coffee or even a
UOP special. It may be an adequate facility to house weekend
coffee houses or ice cream feeds or even Halloween festivities. But
it is not a student union. It cannot hope to pretend to the tide. The
End Zone is simply too small and the atmosphere too static. A union
needs both space and diversity to fulfill any sort of need for a center
of campus life.
But UOP does not have a student center. Nor does it seem to
really have much of a chance to get one in the immediate future if
plans are handled as they have been in the past. If students continue
to put $10,000 a year into a student union fund, and they expect to
attain a union through that effort alone, their efforts will be in vain.
For unless some genuine effort is made to develop adequate funding
for a new structure, either on the part of the students or through the
university, a student union will remain a dream.
Throughout the ten year period since the inception of the fund,
students have been able to amass only $123,000. During that.same
period of time the university has developed two cluster colleges,
built a tower and a major classroom facility, purchased one
apartment building and leased another, built a school of pharmacy
and extended a bridge across the Calaveras. Students have watched
this mammoth development happen and accepted the assertion that
funding for a union is not available.
November 10 students are expected to vote in a referendum to
determine the future of the student union fund. They are asked to
either retain what seems to be a completely useless venture or begin
pressuring their government and their administration for rea
action. The student union fund by itself will never purchase a
student union. It does not serve as an indication of studen
determination to build one. It is not of sufficient size to be used as
collateral on a federal loan— even if such loans were available.
A major development project, on the other hand, may yie'
results. If the university development staff cannot secure fundi"?
for an addition to the present Anderson complex, then perhaps tn®
students should take the initiative and see what they can do.
would seem more realistic to study the potential fundraisi"?
possibilities for a union than to continue to attempt to save mo"e
money than students are willing to contribute.
After all, the money could be used elsewhere. PSA is beginning
Forum on National Priorities this year. The Social Commission
bringing top flight entertainment to Stockton for the first time in ^
number of years. New and better channels of communications aj
being examined and tried out. Current programs are seeking
expand, to grow with the university. They cannot do it with011
funds.
;ed
Is $10,000 a year going to buy a university center? Can it be us1
more wisely?

—Bob Greenstreet
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Social Commissioner Offers
Complete Program
by Mary Arnold
"I don't think of our program
as a social program. I'd rather
call it an activities program
with socially related events."
This is Larry Seidman talking,
two years ago PSA Dance and
Concert Commissioner, last
year a candidate for PSA
President, and now the
newly—appointed PSA Social
Commissioner.
Last year throughout his
campaign, Larry often argued
that the PSA should become
"program oriented." Though
not through the presidency,
under his direction the PSA is
implimenting this idea.

place where students can come
and eat, dance or merely sit and
watch or talk if they like."

"Each Friday night will be
"I don't think a program with
different in some way. For a few events makes it at all. It's
instance, two weeks ago we had all the little in—between things
an ice cream feed, and last that make people say,
Friday, Halloween—type food
was featured. We hope to be "Wow...there has really been
able to have more hard—rock alot to do!"
music to dance to in the future.
"Of course we will continue to
have big dances. In fact, on
November 21 we are bringing
back Tower of Power because
they were such a success at
Homecoming."

"We are really attempting to
"This year we are going to present inexpensive, unusual
have the most complete social activities this year.
For
program we have ever had at instance, this Saturday after the
Pacific. But there's going to be game rather than having the
diversity among the activities traditional dance, there will be a
rather than having just one "Papa Joe Night" in Anderson,
dance after another."
where there will be live
recorded music and 1400 pieces
"First of all, we're going to of pizza.
We have also
have a fantastic series of scheduled a Bowling Night at
concerts, and they will all be Pacific Bowl fon November 15,
here at the university. That's where students can play pool or
the whole idea—to bring things bowl from 8:30 until 12:00 for
here on campus for the only 25 cents. In addition, we
students, and not say, make rented the slide at Lincoln
them go to the Civic Auditorium
Village for a night sometime
or Sacramento."
this year."
"So far we have some really
good people lined up; Joan Baez
for November 30, John
Sebastian February 12, Judy
Collins in March, and the big
one...Chicago..on April 18."
"Chicago will be the featured
group in what we are calling the
American Music Festival which
will offer a wide spectrum of
artists. We want to have groups
representing all the varied roots
of American music; rhythm and
blues, jazz, even some old rolck
and roll greats like Chuck
Barry. This will be a three day
concert—one entire weekend of
music, and will be held in our
stadium—rain or shine!"
"On the more cultural side, in
December we are presenting
the Nutcracker Suite, in
February a Black Opera from
the Old Spaghetti Factory."
"We are initiating the PSA
Film Series to supplement the
Anderson Y Program, too,
which will be offered on Monday
nights so as not to be
competitive. This series will
consist primarily of comedy and
experimental flicks."
"We have just begun a weekly
program in connection with the
End Zone that was basically the
idea of Paul Fairbrooks.
Everyday in the dining hall he
saw hundreds of lonely students
and became concerned that
there was really no place for
these people to go and have a
decent time on weekends. So we
devised the Friday night
happenings at the End Zone, a

events. Last year, for example,
we had Cold Blood but really
nothing else."

"How are we able to do so
much more. Well, for one thing,
we were budgeted $16,000 for
activites and hopefully this
figure will increase if the
coming referendum fails. We
have also enlisted the aid of a
few more people and a
proffesional public relations
firm, Media Public. They take
care of our outside advertising
which is important especially if
you're dealing with a city like
Stockton."

STUDENTS

!!!

Get Your ....
STUDENT STANDBY
AIRLINES TICKETS
AT

CHARLES TRAVEL SERVICE
466-0911

200 W. HARDING
Near University

Convenient Parking

American Express Representative

DU Enters Rat Decathlon
The DU House on campus is a rope's diameter is equivalent to
regular Rat Race or better yet, that used to tie packages.
a Rat Decathlon. What's it all
about? Training has started for
The last event is the Rope
the annual American River
College Rat Decathlon held on Climb. The rats climb up a six
December 4th and 5th. The DU's foot rope about a half inch in
diameter.
are entering the UOP Rat earn.
The American River
Decathlon started in 1962 in a
psychology lab at American
River College, Sacramento. The
students were testing a learning
theory by running rats through a
maze. Like all good students
they did more playing than
work, so they started racing the
rats through t e maze. Jack
Badaracco, the professor, told
the students if they would stop
racing the rats in class he would
set up a race for that Saturday.
They agreed and when Saturday
rolled around not only the class
showed up to see the race, but
also half of the student body,
three local newspapers and a
Sacramento tv station. From
there the contest mushroomed
and soon four more events were
added so that now the Decathlon
is composed of five events.

The Events
"When you hold a concert
The
events
begin with the
here you are bound to loose
money, .that's justthewayitis. Maze Dash which is the most
Hopefully we will actually make difficult for the rats to learn.
a profit on the Chicago concert, The Maze is roughly six by six
because we are the only feet with the actual course
organization in
Northern about seven to eight feet long.
The next event is the High
California who has secured
them. The PSA is not here to
make money though...we only Jump. The rats jump from a low
platform to a higher one. To
try to break even."
train them for the jump the
"Even though we have lower platform has a metal grill
improved the organizational to give off an electric shock. A
structure a little, I think that the h a n d c l i c k e r i s u s e d
with the
Social Commission has to be simultaneously
restructured. As it stands now, electric shock. Soon the rats
one person has too much to do. I know when they hear the
would also prefer to see the ckicker they had better get off
office of commissioner not such the lower platform. The record
for this is 26.25 inches.
a political one."
"But we have come a long
way. Last year the PSA did not
represent the students, had no
programs, and no innovations. I
know I've said it before, but
basically it was just a Mickey
Mouse Club."
"This year students have a
government that really cares,
and alot of programs. This
doesn't mean just a few big
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Next comes the long jump
which is similar to t e high jump
except that instead of jumping
up they jump out to another
platform.
The High Wire event is next.
The rat must cross a six foot
rope extended five feet in the air
unaided by its trainer. The

A few overall rules have been
placed on the competition. Rats
weighing over one pound will not
be allowed to compete, and their
length must not exceed twelve
inches. The rats have thirty
seconds to perform each event
and are given three tries at each
one. At no time during the event
can a trainer touch his rat or the
events equipment. In the past
some trainers have used air
horns to get around the direct
contact rule.
Entries
Seven teams are entered in
this years decathlon. The teams
are Brigham Young University
from Utah Americ River
College of Sacramento and hosts
of the Decathlon University of
California Davis University of
the Pacific University of Guam
Guam San Matao College, and
an Armed Forces team from
Vietnam. The Guam team is
expected to be toughest con-,
tenders but will have some
trouble getting their rats into
the country.

because of the Vietnam entry.
Rewards are given to the top
three rats in each event. The
reward system is parallel to the
human Olympics; a gold metal
to first place, silver to second,
and a bronze to third. A special
trophy is given to the overall
champ Grand Hulliam.
A
trophy will also be given to the
team with the best overall
score.
Purpose
The purpose of the Decathlon
is to raise scholarship funds for
American River College
students. Last year's Decathlon
raised $1,200 in Funds. This
year it is expected to raise
$12,000.

The training has just begun at
D.U. The trainers are in the
process of building the
equipment for the events. The
sponsor for the team will be the
B&M Bar here in Stockton who
will buy team jackets to be
worn by the trainers during the
Decathlon.

Flowers.
Long phone
conversations.
Love.
ArtCarved.

The American River team in
the past has dominated the
events and is expected to be the
favorite again this year.
What gives the UOP a
chance? We have loaded rats.
That is, our rats are a result of
selective breeding over a ten
year period of winning rats.
This breeding was done by Jack
Badaracco who is a UOP
graduate of 1950 and alumni of
the D.U. house. Jack who was
the psychology professor who
started the whole rat decathlon
and who donated donated the
rats to t e DU's.
Last year's Decathlon was
covered by AP and UPI news
services, and Life Magazine. It
was reported
by Walter
Croncite, Huntley—Brinkley
and Roger Mudd. ABC's wild
world of sports came and
investigated it last year and
may televise it this year

GOLDEN RAPTURE SET

i\rt (]arved0
D I A M O N D

R I N G S

We know the symptoms.
So do you.
And soon you should be coming
in to see our coUection
of ArtCarved diamond rings.
We have a breathtaking
assortment of diamond sizes
and cuts, each with its
very own graceful setting.
Won't you select yours now?
When it comes to love,
ArtCarved is the last word.

JEWELER'S IMPRINT

_ Authorized /\rt Carved j.w.l.r
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juicing in fat city

by Bob Keeney and Friends
A bar means different things
to different people, and
therefore there are many types
of bars. There are bars which
are strictly neighborhood
drinking establishments,
intimate places to spend a
couple of hours during a quiet
date, offer guys a location to
pick up girls (or vice versa), or
just places to go have a few
beers and play pool. The only
requirement which almost all
these bars must possess to
capture any business is a
congenial
atmosphere.
Otherwise people would gather
and drink in other places.
After rating hamburger and
pizza establishments, it was
only natural to progress to bars.
After all everyone will be 21
sooner or later. Therefore, it
was decided that I would at
tempt to rate a few of Stock
ton's bars, some well known
and some unknown to Pacific
students, taking into account
what type of bar each one is
and whether it fulfills its
special function. In accordance
with the Pacifican's policy of
covering the news in depth,
three other members of the
staff ( it was a choice
assignment) and myself went to
all of the barsreviewed with one
exception on a Thursday night.
The remaining bar was covered
at a later date. We all ordered
mixed drinks at every
establishment so we could rate
their quality. Unfortunately afer
the fourth bar we couldn't really
determine too much and didn't
care very much about the
quality of the drinks. We tried to
keep the ratings objective but
we undoubtedly have failed. Oh
well, can't win them all.
The evening began on a sour
note when we entered The
Office (6252 Pacific Avenue).
The first hint that sonething was
strange occurred when I was
being carded. The barmaid took
out a flashlight with a strange
attachment on the end of it. This
attachment appeared to be a
magnifying glass. While our
ID's were being scrutinized, we
noticed that The Office looked
like a typical suburban bar and
was nothing
exceptional.
Finally, after checking all our
ID's and noting that one was
mutilated but still had a legible
date, the barmaid informed us
that she couldn't accept the
mutilated ID. Great. Then after
being presented with a PSA card
(admittedly not the most be
lievable ID in the world) which
verified the date on the dri
ver's license, she still would
not accept it. Every other bar
we went to accepted the
license without question. This
lady was unreal! The Office had
nothing but a hostile
atmosphere and would
definitely not be worth hasseling

when there are so many better
places to drink. Therefore, it
receives the first 0 MOON
rating (remember, that means
poor, stay away) in the history
of the Pacifican.
Imagine what a typical small
bar is like, and you'll probably
picture something Arnie's (148
N. California). There is nothing
exceptional about this bar
except that it is very small and
quiet. The bartender is
congenial and doesn't bother
you. The drinks are good and are
average priced. However, the
napkins they are served with are
singularly amazing and are
almost worth a trip there by
themselves.
You could take a date to
Arnie's if you just wanted to
talk, but there are much better
places in Stockton for this sort
of thing. Arnie's can only rate 2
MOONS since there is nothing
exceptional, either good or bad,
about it. In short, it is merely
acceptable.
The Encore (221 E. Channel)
would be a nice place to take a
quiet date, as there are lots of
nice sofas and chairs in this
attractive bar. However, it
would be a lot nicer if they
turned down the lights and lit
the logs in their fireplace. The
Encore is rumored to have an
added dimension which was not
apparent during our visit. Every
afternoon around 5 PM, some of
the downtown secretaries
gather there, and hungry guys
sit on every other barstool
waiting for them. Yes, this is
Stockton's best mixer bar, so it
has a 3 MOON rating. Another
place for you horny hustlers.
After this we moved
downtown to Lambert's at 116
N. Hunter. We turned a corner
as we walked in and were con
fronted with what must be one
of the longest bars in town.
This place has more character
than all the previous places
combined. Lambert's is an
older establishment and has
a very congenial, relaxing
atmosphere. It was pretty busy
and most of the people seemed
like they were regulars. If you
like to drink in a place with a lot
of activity, but still not
crowded, this is the place to go.
It's definitely not quiet or
intimate, but is a great place to
go drinking with some friends.
Potatoe chips and dip are free
while draft beer costs 25 cents a
glass ($1.35 a 48 oz. pitcher).
Except for the tables, which are
a little high unless you are seven
feet tall, I liked everything
about Lambert's and feel it
deserves a 4 MOON rating.
The B&M Cafe (125 Bridge
Place) is located just off Hunter
and is a minute's walk from
Lambert's. It is not really a
large place but there is enough
room so it can handle a good
crowd. B&M is an older place
which has a good atmosphere

for drinking, especially when
the mixed drinks cost only 50
cents, which you just cannot
beat. Thus, one can see why it is
a favorite of many Pacific
students. B&M is definitely not
intimate but is a nice place to
drink in any company and
definitely of 3 MOON quality.
However, don't go there if you
want to get away from Pacific
students or do not want to be
seen by anyone you know.
The Villa in Lincoln Village
next to Papa Joe's is a nice
dark, intimate bar. The
atmosphere does not have the
character of Lambert's or the
B&M', but it is much more
intimate and is among the
darkest bars in Stockton,
there is a nice fireplace and
many comfortable sofas around
it. The barmaid defies des
cription and since she asked us
not to write about her
I'll leave it at that. The Villa
gets a 3 MOON rating because it
is the best place to bring a date
which
we
encountered.
However, that is its only
outstanding feature as there are
better places if you are just with
friends.
The Shamrock used to be one
of Pacific sudents' favorite
watering spots. Located at 602
E. Market, the Shamrock is
another one of those downtown
bars which are old and very
conducive to hard-core drinking
since the atmosphere is almost
rasty. You are likely to become
some character's closest
confident two minutes after you
sit down at the bar. The
Shamrock is definitely not a
place you want to take a date to,
as it is sort of crummy.
However it is still a pleasant
place to drink and for 30 cents
you can obtain an enormous
mug (or goblet) of draft beer.
Easily the cheapest beer in
town. Therefore, the Shamrock,
despite its lack of class is
awarded a 3 MOON rating.
So
ends
the
1970
Pacifican review of Stockton's
bars. There weren't many low
ratings because almost every
bar we visited has at least one
distinctive feature which separ
ated it from the others. There
is definitely more to a bar than
what is behind the counter.
Otherwise people would drink at
home. Fortunately, there are
many bars in town which have
not been reviewed, since there
is a limit to what can be done in
one night. This article wasmere
ly intended as a guide and if you
do not like any of the bars
reviewed, find your own
favorite. You will have a good
time hunting.

BOURBON STREET
LIQUORS
LIQUORS - WINES
MIXES - KEG BEER

ICE
464-3886

3826 WEST LANE

Hunters Bag Wrong Game
by Jim McCartney
If you happened to be headed
north five weeks ago you
probably noticed an interesting
sight on the road. On the other
side of Sacramento, pick up
trucks, trailers, campers, and
assorted four—wheel drive
vehicles seemed to be
everywhere.
If you looked
closely you could even see the
rifles in the gun racks which
adorned many of the vehicles.
Little did I realize that men with
their rifles were going to ruin
the fine week end that I had
planned.
As it happened, I was planning
on doing some camping that
week end. Two friends of mine
who live in Greenville, which I
assume you are all familiar
with, were going home for the
weekend, and since I knew that
the area was a good one for
camping, I came along.

inside, armed with .30 caliber
rifles and an ice chest of Coors.

"Need a ride somewhere?
"No thanks, just out for the
hike."
"Hope nobody mistakes that
pack for a deer, haw, haw.
"I wasn't planning on leaving
the road."
"Well, good luck with your
hike. I'm going up here aways
and gettin' me a big buck, haw,
haw."
I must be crazy going hiking
on a day like this, I thought . The
hunters that passed me might
get drunk and shot at anything
that moves. I could imagine the
bullet ripping through my body
and I could see the puzzled look
on the faces of the hunters when
they came up and saw that I
wasn't a deer. With these
thoughts in mind I headed back
down the hill and continued my
hike on the main road which
paralleled a creek.
Onward to Marysville. The
Generally, the local people
number of vehicles carryng
will not go hunting the first
guns was ever—increasing.
week of deer season. Every
When we stopped on Oroville for
year they tell stories of hunters
gas the attendant asked if I was
who shoot themselves or other
planning on going deer hunting.
hunters.
Unfortunately, I did not take this
Dozens of hunters passed me
as a hint that disaster lay ahead.
I was
Oroville is at the end of the on the main road.
central valley. From then on we beginning to wonder who was
followed Highway 70 which the crazier, myself or the
follows the Feather River hunters. The deer hunters could
not have been absolutely sane,
j
j
j dark
Canyon.
It was completely
by then with the deer hunters because normal people simply
bumper—to—bumper up the do not ride around in the back ot
canyon. My friends left me off a pickup just hoping to kill a
at Englemine, fifteen miles east deer and then put the head in
of Greenville, and I went to the their den. But what did the
house of some friends I have out hunters think of me, being out in
there. I had just gotten myself the woods on the opening day ot
comfortably seated in their the season on foot? I am sure
kitchen, and they asked if I that some of them thought that
knew that the next day was the was crazy. There is a difference
between hunting for sport and
opening day of deer season.
hunting for necessity. In the
There went my pianu ioi going mountain regions jobs are
camping. I was not about to be scarce during the winter and
in the woods after dark with' deer can mean three months
deer hunters around. I switched worth of meat.
my plans from camping to
I hitched a ride to Greenville
hiking and starting at 8:00 the Saturday night. The trip was not
next morning I walked three
miles up dirt road that took me
high above the main road. So completely worthless, I got t0
far, the area was clear of breathe some clean air, see
hunters. It was a beautiful day friends and I learned something
for hiking—clean, clear blue sky about hunters. Although I
and the trees were beginning to never again go hiking during
turn to their autumn colors. My deer season, I have something
enjoyment of the woods was to be proud of; I went hiking OIj
ruined by the approach of a red opening day and lived to tel
pick-up. There were two men about it.
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Youngbloods Live Album"Truly Gifted Music"
by Joe Wilson
Out of a tragically funny front
cover, picturing a bunch of
rocks, comes "Rock Festival",
the latest release from one of
my favorite groups, the
Youngbloods. Like many
albums released as of late, this
one is recorded live at various
locations.
"It's a Lovely Day" is a quick,
and mostly accoustical thing
that is almost impossible not to
like. The lyrics somehow
capture the feeling of a trully
beautiful day when people have
gathered together for something
such as a festival.

musical junk leading into "On
Beautiful Lake Spenard". The
electric piano
work
so
prominent in their second
album, now comes into the
picture. The title is a good one,
for this really is a pretty and
free-flowing song. As the beat
changes, your mood seems to
change, showing the excellent
musical talent of
the
Youngbloods.

"Josiane" also leads off with
more of that mellowed out
piano, and continuing with some
moody lyrics. Like much of this
group's music, it's a light and
soothing cut for easy listening.
More funky musical trash
The Youngbloods let fly with leads off "Fiddler a Dram", Jnd
some genuine funk on the next the second side. The lyrics are
cut, "Faster all the Time". The p o o r , b u t t h e f o l l o w i n g
guitar rhythm, sounding much i n s t r u m e n t a l w o r k , a n d
like banjo strumming gets your expecially the guitar, is good.
feet tapping. I think it's mostly
just the mood of the song that
"Misty Roses" is another one
makes you smile and enjoy the of those beautiful, soft tunes
tune.
that is Youngbloods all the way.
The electric piano, accoustical
Preiude is a very short and guitar, and vocals are very
very useless contraption of much together here.
Two minutes of some
surprisingly nice banjo work
makes up "Interlude", leading
into "Peepin' N' Hidin'". Being
similar to some Ten Years After
stuff, this cut utilizes some
harmonica teamed with a good
walking bass pattern and a solid
STUDENT
drum
beat. The vocals are OK
SPECIAL
but the instrumental talent
Typewriter Rentals
dominates.

3 martin for '15

LECTRIC
$| A
FORTAILES
IV monthly
Rent to try—If ill apply

if you buy

With the exception of a few,
short aggravating cuts, this
album shows what the
Youngbloods really are— a
talented and entertaining group
capable of being liked by just
about everyone. The cuts are
written well, performed well,
and recorded well, and I would
highly recommend it to those
who truly enjoy gifted music.

PSA
END
ZONE
HAPPENING...Tonight
from
8:30 till 11:30...dance to the
music...rockmusic...free with a
PSA card.
PSA PAPA JOE PIZZA
NIGHT...Saturday night at the
Anderson Dining Hall after the
football game from 10:30 to
1:00, all the pizza (direct from
Papa Joe's) you can eat, plus
coke... free with a PSA
card...plus an added bonus, live
recorded music, featuring the
fantastic ARHIES. Also Led
Zeplin with Chubby Chexer. Be
there.

"THE FUNNIEST
MOVIE I'VE SEEN
THIS YEAR!"-. -

B O X I N G . . .also at the
civic... Wednesday
night.. .featuring an all-star
card...8 o'clock.
COOL HAND LUKE...at the
anderson y cinema this coming
Wednesday til Sunday... times
are 6:30 and 9 pm...75 cents.
IN S F
FILMORE WEST... tonight
through Sunday...Frank Zappa
and
the
Mothers
of
Invention.. .plus
Boz
Scaggs...tickents $3.50 at the
door.

COLOR

[R

TONIGHT 7:30 9:30

IN THE FUTURE...

THE
BASEMENT
COFFEEHOUSE...IS CLOSED
THIS WEEKEND FOR
REMODELING... will
reopen
next weekend.
PUBLIC DANCE AT THE
CIVIC
AUDITORIUM...featuring the
sounds of Louie Miller, , Friday
night.

NOVEMBER 21st...Tower of
Power Dance...the homecoming
hit will return a callison dining
all from 9 until l...free with a
PSA card.
PSA
FLICK...TheRaven...November the 16th...9
pm...50 cents...bring a freak.
PSA
BOWLING
NIGHT...bowiling and pool
night...at pacific bowl...sunday
november the 15th from 8:30 til
PSA RALLY...today...7 o'clock
midnight...25 cents with a
at the music conservatory...root
PSAcard...bowl all night.
your team on to victory.
CIRCLE
K
CAR
RALLY...drive...discover
Stockton... 5:30 and7:30 starting
times...information at the PSA
office.
BIG TIME WRESTLING...at
ADS. SEE OR
the civic auditorium...monday WANTED—UNCLASSIFIED
CALL ALAN BROSE AT AKL 462-9681
8:30 pm...featuring Ray
OR PACIFICAN OFFICE 946-2140 OR
464-8742.
Stevens, the Gladiator, Peter
Maivba, Ceyclon Negro, and the COVER YOUR CRUDDY WALLS with our
beautiful posters. Family Book Store,
Destroyer...tickets at the door.

UNCLASSIFIED ADS

DALE WASSERMAN'S

"ONE FLEW OVER
THE.
CUCKOO S NEST.
FROM THE BOOK BY KEN KESEY

"Outtasight. I'm amazed."
Ken Kesey

at Little Fox Theatre 6/12/70

"The best stage production
I've seen in years."
Herb Caen S.F. Chronicle
STUOENT DISCOUNT: S1.00 OFF.
STUDENT RUSH: 1/2 PRICE.
(15 MINUTES BEFORE CURTAIN)
The Little Fox Theatre. 533 Pacific.San Franciaco
Box Office Phooe: (415)4344738

Weberstown Mall.

ELKS LODGE DANCE...at the
civic
auditorium.. . f r i d a y
night...all elks invited.

The only 150 hamburger
in town...
is here
to stay!
Some of you got the idea Red Top's new 15c hamburger was just a
temporary offer. A Super Special. Not on your life. It's here to stay—
the same meaty all-beef burger topped with Red Top's own tangy
Western sauce. And on a full 3V2-inch bun. All for 15 cents. All the
time. So come and get 'em.
^|l||||i
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150
iov EACH...OR
CMun.
..un SEVEN
o c v c i m FOR $1.00

sis RED TOP

1612
Pacific Av®.

FOR SALE—'64 Jaguar XKE Coupe, radial
tires, $1875. Call Chuck 463-0164.

PEACE and LOVE dog tags $1.00. Family
Book Store, Weberstown Mall. Open
5 nights till 9 p.m.
WHY LET THE BIGGIES GET YOUR
BREAD? Coats, skirts, and shirts made
to order. Call Suzie 463-3512.
WANTED—Honda 350 for parts. Call Sam
at 478-0317.
WANTED—Aluminum Cans. Deliver to or
call Greg, 165 W. Stadium 465-4207.
SIERRA CLUB POSTERS $2.50. Family Book
Store, Weberstown Mall. Open 5 nights
till 9 p.m.
FOR SALE—'68 Fiat 850 Spyder, every
option available, only $ 1.00/lb. Call
Dave 478-0792 THIS CAR IS LIGHT!
TYPING IN MY HOME. CALL MRS. TERRY
FLAHERTY, 4303 N. MANCHESTER, APT.
19, 478-1142.

GATCH-22
THE CATCH TO THE FLICK

IS

IT'S TRUEJANELL GREGG

FOR SALE-Shotgun. Call Al 462-9531.
I WAS IN COMPLETE CONFUS
ION FOR 2 WEEKS AFTER, BUT
DON'T TELL ANYONE BUT UNCLASSIFIEDS
ADS ARE NOW HALF PRICE.
ANYONE NOTICING PERSON OR PERSONS
MOVING STEREO EQUIPMENT AND
MISCELLANEOUS CLOTHING ON W. FUL
TON ST. ON SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1,
BETWEEN 7 AND 9 P.M. PLEASE CON
TACT KEVIN MITCHELL OR BOB KULL
462-9768. REWARD!.

MOM

EXPLAINED

IT TO

ME,

SO EVERYTHING IS O.K. I REC
OMMEND IT HIGHLY—
KENT MARSHALL

wm

'I rOKUT A477-9325'
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village sports

iTiiS with Sergeant Hetmensburger
rill

V

by Jim McCartney

OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 10 AM.-9 P.M. — SATURDAY 9-S
299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONI 470-5615

Catch-22

Beautiful Scenes, Poor Film
Nichols was successful in
Yossarian thinks that because recreating Joseph Heller's book
people are shooting at him, they as a black comedy. Is it funny
are trying to kill him. He thinks that a man exists as a vegetable
that the possibility of death is in a plastered coffin? Is the
more important than an aerial family who is watching their son
photograph of a beautiful dying and even at his death, do
bombing pattern. Yossarian is$ not know who he is, really
sensitive man who values his funny? Why am I laughing when
friends' lives, the enemies' Yossarian does not wear his
lives, and his own life.
Yossarian is crazy. He is also a uniform because it means death
victim of Catch-22, which is: A to him?
How can I be laughing at
man has to be crazy to stay in
tragedy?
combat and sane to want to get
Alan Arkin is the main reason
out of it, but since craziness is
for
Catch-22's success as a black
the basis for being disqualified
tragedy.
As Yossarian, he deli
for combat, Yossarian's sane
cately reveals a comical and
desire to be disqualified, nulifies
tragic figure. Yossarian's strug
him.
Catch-22 is a satire of lunatic gle to stay alive, and toalso make
men at war. It is a depiction
sense out of the absurdity of the
of complete military insanity.
death that he sees, is lived by
It is the story of a man experi
the actor. Alan Arkin deserves
encing sanity in a-world of in
an Oscar for his performance—
sanity. It is also very funny
a four moon rating by the
and very sad.
The beginning of the movie Pacifican just is not enough.
Orson Wells, as General
promises a masterpiece. It is
Dreedle,
was obviously making
perfect. Yossarian gives us the
a
Guest
Appearance. He was
finger. As his plane roars and
unfunny
and
dull. Bob NewrisesK the movie starts and
heart
was
good
as the paranoid
continues to head doanward.
Major,
who
could
only be seen
It seems that as the plot be
when
he
was
not
in,
and when he
came more complex, director
was
in,
he
was
not
in
to
be
seen.
Mike Nichols became more
by Susan Aulik

confused and began piecing
scenes together in a hapiiazard
way. Most individual scenes are
beautiful, but the end product is
a succession of beautiful scenes
rather than a beautiful movie.
Nichols used several
interesting techniques. One was
an even pacing of action which
was more upsetting than
effective. Another technique
was complete absence of music,
except when used as a comical
device. Tragedy did not have
music behind it to soften its
existence, nor did it have music
to blow it up. The result was
watching tragedy as a naked
truth.
Without the aid of music,
Nichols used other sounds to
create a feeling. Yossarian's
voice, along with his freedom, is
a drowned out and smothered by
the roar of bomber planes. The
planes become fuzzy in a light
haze and drift in formation and
only the chirping of birds can be
heard. And then the terrifying
contrast of the roaring engines
reappears. Beautiful.
Perhaps Nichols felt that his
movie needed the shock value of
increasingly gorey scenes.
Scenes showing a man being
split in two, leaving the ocean
water water red, or his insides
spilling out like spaghetti across
the screen would have helped
Catch-22 by being left out.

For those of you who have
ever ha th opportuity to meeta
membe of thesecurityforce, ere
is your chance T
learn
something about them.

Richard Benjamin was hilarious
as Major Danby and Anthony
Perkins did an excellent jod as
the timid and earnest Chaplain
Tappman. Everybody else was
second rate, including Jon
Voight who was better as Buck
than Milo.
More emphasis was placed on
the economic exiloitation of war
through black market schemes
than in the book. As the
imnipotent exploiter Milo
Minderbinder, Jon Voight was
too likeable. Anyone who would
replace parachutes and
morphine with shares of M&M
syndicate could have been
despicable.
As the movie slowly fell apart,
I waited for the final grand
mistake needed to knock it from
the pretty-good-movie category
to the alright level. As the
movie approached the last
scene, the big let-down also
approached. Yossarian finally
gets his head straightened out.
He would begin to fight for
himself rather than for his
country. He would be loyal to
himself rather than to a flag. A
great revelation, but how sad
when he blows up a little rubber
raft, assembles a tiny yellow
oar, and starts paddling out to
sea. True, it looked funny, but it
also made a joke out of a movie
attempting seriousness.

Chief of the seven man force
is Les Smith. "We are not really
a police force," he says. ' I
don't like to use the word 'force
because 85 percent of our work
is service work." He says much
time is spent filing lost and
stolen reports and locating
students for parents or other
people.
Besides handling all calls that
come in, the basic jobs of
security are making sure the
buildings are locked and traffic
control. They also make
recommendations regarding
safety standards and fire
prevention, and propose policy
for the working overage by the
force.

The same thing happened a
few minutes later when a person
was over the speed limit; she
drove down the road next to the
levee and parked behind the
fraternities. Hetmensburger
pulled up behind her and warned
her that she had been doing over
thirty in a fifteen mile per hour
zone and that she was increasing
the chances of hitting someone
on a bicycle by going that fast.
Later on in the evening when
classes at Delta are over, traffic
control becomes important.
Hetmensburger pursued
a
person who was speeding on the
road above Knowles Field and
the driver slowed when he saw
the patrol car behind him.

Several minutes later
Hetmensburger stopped by a
van parked near the quad dorms
to be sure it had a parking
registration. He explained that
when there was no registration
he became suspicious that
maybe the owner of the vehicle
was an outsider who was
"loading up on bicycles
The patrol ended with nothing
new happening in the meantime.
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Below Smith is Lieutenant
Chuck Howell, who came to
work here in 1965. Before
coming here he was a reserve
officer on the Stockton Police
Department for ten years. He
graduated from the Stockton
Police Academy.
The other members of
security are Sergeant Harry
Hetmensburger, a five year
veteran of security; officers
Garry, Holland and Armis, who
joined the force last year; and
officer Herb Owen who has been
on the force for three months.
The men work eight hour
shifts. Usually there is one duty
during the day and two at night,
one in the patrol car and one on
foot. They are on call twentyfour hours a day. Security has
jurisdiction over the entire
campus, including the north
area, and they are allowed to
pursue an offender off campus if
necessary.
There is no "typical night" or
most common call. Occasional
ly there are complaints of
prowlers or loud parties. During
the day the most common vio
lation is traffic citation. The
money from the citations goes
to the city, not the school, and
the cases are handled in muni
cipal courts.
One Thursday night, I was
given permission to ride with
Sergeant Hetmensburger on his
patrol. His first task was to
meet with Holland, who was on
foot, and check out a lock on a
door at the quad dining hall
which apparently had become
warped during the recent rain.
After that we continued on our
patrol of the campus. During the
course of
the evening
Hetsmenburger handled routine
matters such as turning off the
lights at the stadium when
football practice was over and
requesting several people not to
ride on the hood and trunk of a
car.

When you know
it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will be
symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise
cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of
many lovely styles. He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers."

Keepsake8
R E G I S T E R E D

D I A M O N D

R I N G S

Rings from $100 to $10,000. T-M Reg. A. H. Pond Compony
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I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND

WEDDING

I Please send new 2 0 page b o o k l e t , " P l a n n i n g Y o u r E n g a g e m e n t a n d W e d d i n g .
• and full color folder, both for only 25c. Also, tell me how to obtain the beauti
page Bride's Keepsake Book at half price.
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Tigers Tromp UCSB, 27-13
by Alonzo Karr
On Halloween night, last
Saturday
evening,
the
University of California at Santa
Barbara Gauchos gave UOP a
scare. However, Pacific
overcame a 13-10 Gauchos lead
and dumped UCSB 2^13 before a
mere crowd of 3,000 at the
coastal city. The victory evened
Pacific's conference at 2-2 and
pushed their overall total to 5-3.
The Tigers in the first quarter
started out quickly as music
major Mark Pash booted his
first of two field goals. UOP's
offense was quite different than
it has been in past occasions, for
they established an effective
runninggame. Tigerquarterback JohnRead, third nationally,
only attempted a mere 26
passes, 14 below his average.
Although this is the lowest total
Read has attempted all season,
he still completed 15 for 154

yards and one touchdown. Early
in the second half, John Read
pitched a perfect pass beyond
two UCSB defenders and into
the outstretched hands of
flankerback Gary Rossman.
Rossman, a transfer from Santa
Ana Junior College, also caught
two others for thirty-two yards.
Early in the third quarter
after UOP led at halftime 10-0,
UCSB fullback Steve Vermillion
scored two touchdowns to pull
them ahead 13-10. His last
touchdown, a 90 yarder, was
their longest run from
scrimmage since 1947.
After this long ramble in
which several Tigers missed
tackles, Pacific went to work
and pushed across 17 points in a
span of 6 Vz minutes to win. The
defense, in two crucial goalline
stands during the last period,
made the 14 point edge hold up.

STUDENT"#S50O P37Q-F BUDGET

With the score tied 13-13,
Tight End Joe Radovich, who
has played at 5 different
positions here at UOP, ran a 46
yard reverse play that set up
Pacific's first
touchdown.
Afterwards, Honor Jackson,
lining up in a tight "I"
formation, took a hand-off and
raced 11 yards to the End Zone.
The formation, similar to one
used by the World Champion
Kansas City Chiefs was
effective as it put UOP out
ahead to stay 20-13. Overall,
Jackson had one of his best
games ever as he caught six
passes for seventy-six yards.
Besides gobbling up everything
thrown at him, Honor provided
key blocks when needed.
Early in the fourth quarter,
Mike Barr punted 34 yards and
gave the offense good field
position. Later
Tom Dixon
scored
Pacific's
final
touchdown on a seven yard
sweep. Dixon was the game's
leading yard-gainer with
83
yards rushing and five
receptions for 29 receiving. To
help further the rushing game
fullback Tony Mathis picked up
fifty yards of hard running.
Defensively, the Tigers
contained a rollout passer, who
could also pick up the yardage
running when his receivers were
covered. Up until midway
through the third quarter,
Pacific's "Hitters" had trouble
adjusting
to
Gaucho
quarterback Randy
Palomino's runs. Then Coach
Caddas, the defensive signal
caller from the sidelines,
realigned the defense and UCSB
couldn't score again. Harlan
Hart's fumble recovery and
Dick Middleton's interception
stopped UCSB drives.
Next Saturday evening at
Pacific Memorial Stadium, the
UOP Tigers will face the
powerful San Diego State
Aztecs, ranked 14th nationally.
Their team, led on offense by
All American candidate tight
end Tim Delaney, is one that has
much depth and size. Their
defense, ranked second in the
nation against the rush, is one
that likes to gamble on crucial
plays.
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Water Polo Sinking Fast
by Jim McCartney
Pacific,s water polo team
went up against two of the best
teams in the country recently
and came away the loser both
times.
On October 27 the team trav
elled to Palo Alto to play sixranked Stanford and lost 16-4.
UOP scored on only 11 per cent
of its shots, with 4 scores in 3
attempts. Usually a team makes
40-60 percent of its shots. Rick
Marimino, Bill Sinkins, and the
Stanford goalie were players
from the opposition who were
praised by coach Pete Rose.
Pacific then lost to fifthranked Santa Barbara 15-3.
Santa Barbara was out to avenge

an early defeat at the _ hands
of San Jose State and scored
within the first thirty seconds.
The turning point came near the
end of the first quarter with
Santa Barbara ahead 2-0. At
that point Pacific missed a
penalty shot and gave up two
more goals to trail at the end of
the first quarter 4-0. The half
time score was 8-1.
Two of the top Santa Bar
bara players were Ben Gage and
Dave Christi. The scorers for
UOP. were Bill Archibald, Jeff
Lapierre, and Randy Sneider.
Pacific, now 2—3 in league play,
plays San Jose Friday. San Jose
is also one of the top teams in
the country.

Women Whip Into Shape
The women's tennis team has
an exhibition match against UC
Davis on November 11. The
match will be at UOP starting
at 3 p.m.
Coach Doris Myer is confident
that the team will enjoy a good
season. Returning from last
year's team are Twinkle Daniel,
Linda Goodell, Carroll Martin,
Jana Swewart, Dona Gibon,
May Agner and Diane Fley.
This year's freshmen are Nan
cy Perkins, Sara Boesser, Lori
Fraesdorf, Betsy Remeuschneider, Heidei Edwards, Brenda
Bury, and Carla Haynie.
The women's swimming team
has had two meets this year,

finishing third in an October 15
meet with Santa Clara and
Davis, and finishing second
behind Cal State Hayward Octo
ber 29.
UOP took only two first places
during the October 15 $eet'
They were turned in by Chris
Dietrick in the 50 yard back
stroke, and Elizabeth Brinnkley
in the 25 yard freestyle.
Chris also finished second in
the 100 yard backstroke and the
100 yard butterfly medey. Betsy
Blaisdell was second in the 25
yard butterfly and fourth in the
50 yard breaststroke. Sue Smith
was third in the 25 yard back
stroke and Elizabeth was third

in the 50 yard free style.
During the Hayward meet
Chris Dietrick finished first in
the 50 yard backstroke and
second in the individual medley
and 100 yard back stroke. Other
second place finishers were
Betsy Blaisdell in the 25 yard
fly, Anne Edelman 50 yard
freestyle, Sherri Soulsby in the
50 yard breast stroke, and Anne
Giannecchini in the 25 yard
breast stroke.
The next meet will be at Stan
ford on November 5. UOP will
compete against San Francisco
State and Stanford.
People are needed to be scor
ers and timers during home
meets.
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Dean Suggests Conservatory Changes
Curriculum Revamping and Classroom Renovation
by Ann Sheppard

Before the presidency of
Robert Burns, the Conservatory
of Music was deemed one of the
two best music schools on the
west coast. What happened?
The
Conservatory
experienced the best years of its
93-year existence between 1920
and 1950. Then other schools,
better-equipped, began to move
into positions of importance.
Not being able to expand, its
growth was stunted by lack of
funds and administrative
support.
Twenty years ago when there
was no competition with other
schools, music prominance was
Pacific's drawing quality.
Without that quality to draw
outstanding music students,
Pacific
will
see
the
Conservatory die before its

buildings now housing the music
school. So much improving of
the facilities is needed that
rebuilding
the
whole
Conservatory would be the only
logical solution. Since funds are
not available for any major
change of the Conservatory
facilities, the administration
will continue its rare touch-ups.

While these schools flourished,
the Conservatory withered and
is crumbling to the ground.
Many schools have innovative
colleges on the cluster college
level, but few have good
professional schools or the
potential for an outstanding one.

Another innovation Stedman
would like to see is a community
involvement program for the
whole Stockton community with
emphasis on the South side. This
would enable children who could
not afford lessons an artistic
experience with
music and
encourage them to continue
with an instrument.

The main drawback of the
UOP campus is the inner
competition
between
departments for funds. It is
possible to stress many schools
at the same time and draw the
campus together rather than
splitting it into different
categories of importance. The
ideal institution would be one
that has every school stressed
equally instead of on a priorital
basis.
Stedman sees a great
potential for the Conservatory
and he believes that it can relive
its zenith years. He has and will
I continue to try to renovate the
deteriorating facilities and
update the curriculum, but the
power to do anything of major
importance rests in the hands of
I the administration.

An experience like this would
also be invaluable to the
teacher. It would enable him to
create a structure of
responsibility and an idea of

Potential

rennovated classroom is shown here with five music stands
ample seating space. Conservatory students state that the
ly of stands and chairs is so low that it is impossible or two
ractice at the same time.

Students Maintain
Crumbling Facility
by Paul Nasman

The music annexes are hardly
unusual buildings. Located
between the Sports Pavilion and
the maintenance buildings, they
appear to be rather ordinary tin
shacks. However, they are
unique in one respect— they are
the only classroom buildings
that are largely maintained by
student labor.
Within the last two years,
The petition signed by faculty volunteer student groups have
and students last year was an painted the band room and all of
effort to get Burns to look at the the practice rooms in the two
Conservatory and do something music annexes. Although these
about it. The petition was met buildings were placed on their
with
reluctance
a n d present site nearly thirty years
indifference. But all was not ago, the practice rooms had
lost. Burns promised to never before been painted.
The Conservatory building
soundproof the music annexes
itself has also seen recent
(temporary housing of the
music school that has been there student activity. Located south
for twenty years) by Christmas. of Burns Tower facing Pacific
Avenue, the Conservatory is an
Nothing has happened as of yet.
ivy-covered
brick structure with
The Conservatory, with all of its necessary equipment and
a
tower
of
its own. Until
Imaterials. has only small make-shift storage rooms such as the one|
recently,
the
Conservatory
loictured above.
tower was the symbol of the
University of the Pacific. This
building now houses offices,
eyes. As long as it continues to service to the community. The
studios,
practice rooms, and the
function on the 1920 level, it will Conservatory's main function is
stage.
cease to draw today's music to produce people for thq
Although the main parts of the
student.
profession and this would be
building have been maintained
most valuable experience and
by the University, the
great asset to anyone in th^
Stedman's Proposals
basement,
dressing rooms, and
music field.
To regain a position of high
stage areas have remained in
status, Preston Stedman, Dean
disrepair for many years.
Low Priority
of the Conservatory of Music,
Since last July, forty years of
This
is
only
one
answer
to
onel
suggests several renovations
I'
accumulated
junk have been
and curriculum changes. He question of what constitutes al
removed
from
the basement,
believes that by giving the relevant program. There arel
stage
area,
dressing
rooms and
more
questions!
students freedom of choice, he m a n y
fly gallery by student work
demanding
answers.
How
dol
will solve the curriculum
teams. Although the students
problems. Students must make you satisfy the artistic needs ofI
have repainted several of the
What!
suggestions as to what they feel t o d a y ' s s t u d e n t ?
/hile students in Wendell Phillips dressing rooms, many of the
is relevant to their particular constitutes a performance?
Conservatory
walls display
J have carpeted classrooms and
study of music.
graffiti dating back to the late
|new furnishings, Conservatory
1930's.
Stedman and the students are students are surrounded by
Among other interesting
Such courses that would trying to answer these questions
scenes such as this.
Conservatory
is a leaky roof,
pertain to today's music would but the school needs better
part of which collapsed last
be contemporary classes facilities, a larger faculty and
year, damaging a practice
revolving around electronic and pertenent curriculum. Money is
progressively modern literature the key. The university lacks
There can be esteem in all of organ on the third floor. The
and composition. Stedman has a funding for the Conservatory or
the schools of UOP and the ceiling is held up in one place by
room set aside in the new refuses to allot any sufficient Conservatory would be a major a large picture frame in the fly
downstairs addition in the old sum to the school. What has drawing factor for the whole gallery. Rat have been sighted
Conservatory building for an happened to the money? campus. This school is a huge in both the Conservatory
electronic lab. All that is now Priorities step into the picture asset to the University— please building and the music annexes.
needed is about three or four again. Which school deserves don't let it die. Stedman
The two music quonsets are
thousand dollars to complete it.
first place on the list?
concludes, "Why the University
Music CIP
Developing the cluster has not invested in this scheduld for some minor
"Physically
abominable" colleges gained attention and outstanding school is beyond i m p r o v e m e n t s
during
were Stedman's words about the funds from the university.
Christmas vacation, but little
me."
_

can be done about major
improvements,
since the
buildings themselves are not
worth improving. They are
constructed of sheet metal and
"two-by-fours", with floors of
cement and single sheets of
celotex wallboard for walls.
Sound-proofing, ventilation, hot
water, and carpeting are
nonexistent.
L i g h t i n g is
minimal and space is at a
premium. Paint has never
touched the interior walls, with
the exception of the rooms
painted by the students. Some of
the walls are adorned with
holes, however.
L a s t y e a r , o n e music
instructor, fed up with the sound
from other rooms disrupting his
ear training class, started an
egg carton drive, hoping that

Rotting boards and expos
heating ducts create common
fir^iazani^r^i^Consen^^
covering the walls with
cartons would help deaden
sound. He and other profess01
have reported calling off c'aSSjj
and even exams when sou0
from other classes c0IT1!j
through the thin walls interteI
with their teaching.
W
Donated to the University
in
the United States Army
eS
early 1940's, the music annie*1 1
are officially termed "m teri '
structures". In
PraC, aS
however, they have serve0
the main music class'0
buildings for some years.

